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ANTIMATTER PRODUCTIONAT A POTENTIAL BOUNDARY
Michael
R.

LaPointe

Ohio Aerospace Institute
Brook Park, Ohio 44142

ABSTRACT

curtailed by an inability
to collimate the energetic
photons. With the experimental
discovery of the antiproton in 1955, attention
turned to the use of protonantiproton
annihilation
as an energy
source
for
spacecraft propulsion.
The higher rest mass energy of
the proton-antiproton
pair yields
1877 MeV
per
annihilation
event, compared
with 1.02 MeV released
by electron-positron
annihilation.
Equally important, a
significant fraction of the proton-antiproton
annihilation
energy
appears
in the kinetic
energy
of charged
particles, 35 which may be collimated for direct thrust or
used to heat an expellant more effectively than electronpositron gamma radiation.
Several antiproton-powered
rocket designs have been proposed over the past few
decades, ranging from low thrust, high specific impulse
pion engines to higher thrust, lower specific impulse
solid and gas core thermal rockets. 62° Recent modeling
efforts have simulated the performance
of magnetically
confined
hydrogen plasma engines heated by charged
proton-antiproton
annihilation
byproducts -'_24 and have
investigated
antiproton-boosted
fission reactions
as a
driver for an inertial confinement
fusion rocket. 25"26

Current antiproton production techniques rely on highenergy collisions
between
beam particles and target
nuclei to produce particle and antiparticle pairs, but
inherently low production and capture efficiencies
render these techniques
impractical for the cost-effective
production of antimatter for space propulsion and other
commercial
applications.
Based on Dirac's theory of
the vacuum field, a new antimatter production concept
is proposed in which particle-antiparticle
pairs are created at the boundary of a steep potential step formed by
the suppression
of the local vacuum fields. Current antimatter production techniques are reviewed, followed
by a description
of Dirac's relativistic quantum theory
of the vacuum state and corresponding
solutions
for
particle tunneling and reflection from a potential bartier. The use of the Casimir effect to suppress local
vacuum fields is presented as a possible technique for
generating the sharp potential gradients required for
particle-antiparticle
pair creation.
INTRODUCTION

Although
a number of potential antiproton
propulsion
concepts have been analyzed, their transition from theoretical design to experimental
validation
and practical
use has been constrained
by the prohibitive cost of creating and storing the antiprotons.
The following section
discusses
current antiproton
production
methods, and
outlines
near-term
prospects
for efficient
antiproton
production
and storage.

Present
chemical
engines
and electric
propulsion
thrusters are well suited for near-Earth
applications
and
robotic
space
flight,
but
advanced
propulsion
technologies
must be developed
to enable fast piloted
and robotic deep space missions.
Of all the known
energy sources,
none provides
more specific energy
than the annihilation
of matter and antimatter.
The
energy released per kilogram
of combined matter and
antimatter
is nearly
250 times the specific
energy
released
in nuclear
fusion,
and over 8 orders
of
magnitude
greater than the specific energy released in
chemical
combustion)
The possibility
of producing
photon
rockets
using
gamma
rays from electronpositron
annihilation
was investigated
over half a
century ago," but the efficiency
of the engines were
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Current

Antiproton

Production

Methods

The two leading facilities for antiproton production and
storage are the European Laboratory
for Particle Physics (formerly CERN, the Center for European
Nuclear
Research)
in Geneva, and the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) in the United States.
At the

1

CERNfacility,protons
areaccelerated
by a linearac- number of upgrades to the current facilities could be
celerator
to50MeV(8x10
-_:J),injected
intoabooster made to improve antiproton production and storage
ringandaccelerated
to 800MeV,andthensentto a capabilities. Magnetic fields produced by electric curprotonsynchrotron,
wheretheyarefurtheraccelerated rents flowing through the metal wire targets could be
to26GeV.Thehigh-energy
protons
arethenfocused used to keep the spray of antiprotons closer to the target
intoa 2-mmbeana
anddirected
intoa 3-mmdiameter, axis, reducing their angular spread. Multiple targets
1l-cmlongcopperwiretarget.Therelativistic
protons could be employed, with magnetic lenses used to refocollidewith the targetnuclei,producing
a sprayof cus the antiprotons between each section. Angular capgammas,
pions,kaons,
andbaryons,
includingantipro- ture efficiencies could be improved by going to higher
tons.Onleaving
thetarget,
theantiprotons
haveapeak beam energies, creating a forward-peaked distribution
momentum
of 3.5GeV/c,corresponding
to a peaken- that allows more antiprotons to be captured. Material
plasma
ergyof roughly3 GeV. A shortfocallength,pulsed lenses could be replaced with current-carrying
magnetic
hornis usedtocapture
antiprotons
thathave lenses, which are less likely to absorb the antiprotons
momenta
within1.5%of theirpeakvalue,atangles
up and would not need active cooling. Using linear rather
to 50 mradfromthetargetcenterline.Thecaptured than synchrotron accelerators to produce the initial
antiprotons
aresenttoa storage
ringin burstsof about high-energy proton beams could increase the accelera10 7 antiprotons
every few seconds, and around 10 I1
antiprotons
can be accumulated
before space charge
effects scatter the circulating beam. The antiprotons
are
sent back to the proton synchrotron,
which decelerates
them to an energy of 200 MeV, and then to the low
energy antiproton
ring, where the circulating
beam is
further decelerated,
stochastically
cooled, and stored.
Similar techniques
are used to create antiprotons
at
FNAL.

tor energy efficiency by an order
current 5% wall plug efficiencies.

around $6.4x106/_g
($6.4xl09/mg).
While these production numbers and costs are approaching
those required for ground testing antimatter
propulsion
concepts, they are not adequate for antimatter-based
propulsion systems.
Forward 1"2°calculates
that antiproton
propulsion
becomes
cost competitive
with chemical
propellant
systems at an antiproton
production
cost of
approximately
$107/mg, and antiproton
propulsion
becomes the most cost effective propulsion
source available if the production
costs can be lowered
to
$2xl06/mg.
Because
the near term facility modifications outlined above are unlikely to produce the necessary reduction in antiproton production
costs, a number
of alternative
antiproton
production
techniques
have
been suggested.
Chapline 2s has proposed
colliding
heavy ion beams, made up of singly charged uranium
atoms, to produce up to 10 t8 antiprotons/sec.
Unfortunately, the antiprotons
will be emitted isotropically
and
will be very difficult to collect. Equally problematic,
the colliding heavy ion beams will produce a significant
amount of nuclear debris and radiation,
which would

energy
contained
in 1-mg of antiprotons
(roughly
6xl02° antiprotons)
is 1.8x1011 J; an efficiency
of
1.5x10 -° means that it would take nearly
1.2x10 :° J
(3.3x10 t3 kW-hr) to create 1 mg of antiprotons.
Assuming a conservative
energy cost of $0.05/kW-hr,
the
estimated production cost is a staggering $1.6xl0 H per
milligram
of antiprotons.
Most antimatter
propulsion
concepts
require milligrams
to grams of antiprotons,
indicating that current antiproton production
techniques
are inadequate
for future spacecraft propulsion applica•
.
uons.
However, as discussed
by Forward 1 a nd Schmidt
et aL, 27 neither CERN nor FNAL were designed
as
antiproton
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production

facilities.

As such,

over the

Taken together,
the potential
facility
improvements
could result in the yearly production
and storage of microgram quantities of antiprotons
at a potential cost 27 of

During the high-energy
collisions,
approximately
one
antiproton is created for every 105-106high-energy
protons incident on the target.
The energy efficiency,
defined as the energy released in a proton-antiproton
annihilation event (1.88 GeV at rest) divided by the energy required to create an antiproton,
is abysmally low.
On average,
CERN creates
1 antiproton
for every
2.5x106 protons; at an average energy of 26 GeV per
proton,
the corresponding
energy
efficiency
is approximately
3x10 8.
FNAL, which uses a 120 GeV
proton beam to strike the target, creates 1 antiproton for
every 3.3x 104 protons, corresponding
to an energy efficiency of around 4x10 7. Assuming a "wall-plug"
efficiency for each accelerator of around 5%, the total antiproton production
efficiencies
are roughly 1.5x10 "° for
CERN and 2x10 -8 for FNAL.
The total annihilation

dedicated

of magnitude

have to be safely and efficiently
removed
from the
spray of antiprotons.
Cassenti '9 has suggested that the
pions generated
during the collision
of high-energy
protons with heavy target nuclei could be redirected
toward the target to increase the number of antiprotons
and improve the efficiency
of current antiproton
production techniques.
Although promising,
the collection
and redirection
of the pions and antiprotons
remains a
major challenge to this concept.
Hora 3° proposed
could generate

a

2

the use of a high intensity
sufficiently
strong electric

laser that
fields to

V

produce
proton-antiproton
pairsfromthevacuum,
and
Crowe
3j separately
proposed
theuseof highintensity
lasers
to produce
electron-positron
pairs. At present,
however,
therearenoknownlasers
thatcanproduce
the
highintensity
electric
fieldsneeded
forpairproduction.
Forward
1"2°
andHaloulakos
andAyotte
32haveinvestigatedthepossibility
of buildingand operating an anti-

;mo C2

2

proton factory in space, where the proton accelerator
could be powered by solar energy.
However, the estimated cost to produce and store the antiprotons
is still
nearly $109/mg, which is a factor of 102 too high for
cost-effective
space propulsion applications. 32

:-moc

:?

Figure

Rather than rely on high-energy
proton beam collisions
with a stationary target, this paper outlines a new concept that may lead to the more efficient production
of
antimatter
in quantities
sufficient
for propulsion
and
other commercial
applications.
The proposed technique
is based upon particle-antiparticle
pair production at the
steep potential boundary created by the suppression
of
local vacuum field energies. The premise is based on
Dirac's relativistic theory of the vacuum state, which is
outlined in the following section.
The theory underlying particle-antiparticle
pair creation
at a potential
boundary
is discussed,
followed by an explanation
of
the technique proposed to create the required potential
step. The paper concludes
with an overview of an experimental approach designed to demonstrate
the feasibility of this new antimatter production concept.
DIRAC'S

THEORY

OF THE VACUUM

STATE

TUNNELING

AND POTENTIAL

Related to Dirac's theory of the vacuum
mechanical
process of particle tunneling

BARRIERS
is the quantum
in the presence

of a steep potential st_p. An overview of this process is
provided by Greiner,
the salient features of which are
given here.
Consider a spin-l/2 particle (for example, an electron or
proton) with energy, E, and momentum,
p, traveling
along the z-axis (Figure 2). The particle encounters
a
step potential of magnitude V0 that rises to full value in
a distance equal to the Compton wavelength
of the particle, _,_:

tielectron
(positron)
is identified
as pair creation and
requires a minimum energy of 2moC 2. Pair annihilation
occurs when an electron drops back into the (unoccupied) hole, with the resulting transition energy emitted
as radiation.

211116

of the Dirac Equation

More generally,
in Dirac's theory the vacuum represents a continuum of negative energy states occupied by
negative energy particles.
Pair creation is the process in
which sufficient energy is given to a particle in the
negative energy state to raise it to a positive energy
state (creating a real panicle and leaving behind a hole,
or antiparticle);
annihilation
occurs when the particle
falls back into the hole, with the energy carried away as
radiation.
The vacuum itself should have zero energy,
zero mass, and no charge, which is clearly not satisfied
by the simple form of the theory.
Instead, there are
infinitely many negative energy states, which together
have an infinitely
large negative energy, and, in the
case of electrons
populating
the negative energy continuum, an infinitely large negative charge.
These difficulties are removed by renormalizing
the zero point of
charge and energy in such a way that the vacuum has
no mass, energy, or charge. This renormalization
process is not pleasing from an aesthetic viewpoint,
but it
does satisfy the constraint that only departures from the
vacuum state are observable and hence relevant.

Dirac was the first to develop a relativistic wave equation that correctly describes the interaction of spin-l/2
panicles, such as electrons and protons. 33 Dirac's equation contains both positive and negative energy solutions, the latter identified with the continuum energy of
the vacuum state (Fig. 1). As defined by Dirac, the vacuum state is characterized
by the absence of all real
electrons
in positive energy states, but has electrons
filling all negative energy states (the "Dirac sea"). Because of the Pauli exclusion
principle,
real electrons
cannot transition into negative energy states since all
such states are already occupied; however, an electron
in a negative energy state can absorb radiation and transition to a positive energy state, leaving behind a "hole"
in the negative energy continuum.
The hole behaves
like a positive electron and represents the antiparticle of
the electron.
The creation of an electron and an an-
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1. Energy Levels

_ =--

h

moC

3

(1)

whereh is
particle

Planck's

constant

(6.626xi0

34 J-s), mo is the

rest mass, and c is the speed of light.

0
Iffl = A

V

pti

c

(7)

exp

E + m0c 2
0

o

II
i ":?i...........

where A is a constant
given by:
E

Pl c

Z

Figure

and the particle

2. Particle

The Dirac equation describing
particle in Region I is:

3 q_

hc

3

3

ot

ki k

ox

"ox

3

_

of the

_;=B.

,

)

are the standard
Dirac
matrices.
momentum operator/j
is given by:

and the transmitted

Noting

that

0

"

,

n

-p_I c
expL
E + moC2
0
solution

in Region

Vo -E-moc:
1

where again B and D are constants.
mentum in Region II is given by:

(3)

p2c=4(E-Vo)
in the more compact

(9)

II is:

The particle

_ -moc 4

mo-

(11)

(z=0):
r
q',l:=0 + _,l:=0
=vz,/l:=o

The Hamiltonian
for Region I (zero potential)
is the
total particle energy, E, while in Region II the Hamiltonian becomes (E-V0). The Dirac equation for a particle
wave traveling along the +z direction in Region I is
then:

_,)+

In Region II, the Dirac
cle wave becomes:
[c(6/3 • _,)+
The solution
is:

j

The incident and reflected
wave functions
must equal
the transmitted
wave function
at the step boundary

,,,

[c(a3.

_

exq ] ,,0,

0
-p2c

YJ. =D

the

_ hc( a a +& a +a
a ]_hv
P=T[
'_x'
-_
_7)-7
can be written

(8)

1

where _ is the particle wave function, h is the reduced
Planck constant (h/2n), Hs is the Hamiltonian,
andr,/_

the Dirac equation
form:

-" 4

o C

step.

the propagation

ox

m

p,, is

At the potential boundary, part of the particle wave will
be reflected and part will be transmitted.
The reflected
wave solution in Region I is:

v

incident on a potential

4E 2 --

momentum,

fimoc2]ll/=

equation

for the traveling

wave function

A-B;-D p'(

E+m°c2

for

(13)

]
]

(14)

parti-

E + moc 2 XE
+ moc: I =-Dy
=-D_ I(Vo
(vo -_ E_mocZ
_(E_mocZ

(6)
in Region

are obtained

A+B=D

(5)

l_moc2]qt=(E-Vo)v

for the particle
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Elff

from which the following conditions
the coefficients A, B and D:

(12)

where _, is defined

I

as:

(15)

4

Uponrearrangement,
Equations
13and14yield:
__

-_=_l--_y
)

=

_

Vo _oc

DD*

(16)
]

Dividing Equation 14 by the coefficient
ing Equation 16 for (B/A) yields:
D
A
The particle

j(z)
where

of _(z).

The values of lif t&

/

_g_a_ = A*
p_c
,0,1 exp
• ^
0, E+m0 c2
)
L

I_rlt_

t ^3

=

A*

n

j

p__c
E + moC"

(

pjc
E+moc:

I

L

particle

n

current

.)

Jl =-AA"

pair creation

Discussion

of Results.

at the potential

boundary.

exp

)

from which jb the incident
is:

antiparticle

Applying a potential V0 > E + m0c 2 raises the energy in
Region II sufficiently
for there to be an overlap between the negative energy continuum
(z>0) and the
positive energy continuum (z<0), as shown in Figure 3:

(19)

,0,1,0

(24)

Region I dJlq>lJtl)- It appears that electrons are entering
Region I from Region II, but there are no electrons initially present in Region
II. This result, known
as
Klein's Paradox, is most often interpreted
as particle-

(18)

in Region I are:

lffla 2 = A*

E + moc-

For a potential
step V0 > (E+m0c2), the value y>i.
From Equation 23, this indicates that the reflected particle current exceeds the incident
particle current in

to be:

I

DD* Y
]

(17)

=clg *(z)a_(z)^

_ut(z) is the adjoint

2

A and substitut-

2
1-y

current j is defined

2p'-c2

j
in Region

I,

2

"PlC

(20)

E + rno c2

Similarly, the reflected
currents are:

(.j[) and transmitted

(Jn) particle
E

Jl.r = -BB"

jo = DD,I

2p_cE +mo cz

(21)

Vo --2p,
E- c2
moc2 I

(22)

Equations 20-22 can now be used to
flection and transmission
coefficients
wave function impacting
the potential
ing the ratio of the reflected current to
ticle current yields:

J;

E + moc 2"

BB"

mo c2

-moe

calculate the refor the particle
boundary.
Takthe incident par-

B 2 _ (1+ ),)2

Figure 3. Energy Continuum of the Dirac Equation
Potential Barrier. 34 (x) = particle, (o) = antiparticle

current

(23)

to the incident cur-

rent is given by:
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at a

When V0 > E + m0c", the particles striking the barrier
from the left are able to knock additional
particles out
of the vacuum on the right, leading to an antiparticle
current flowing from the left to the right in Region II
and a particle
current flowing
from right to left in
Region I. This pair creation is depicted schematically
in Figure
3, with the additional
particles
entering
Region I from the right accounting
for the increase in

E--+moc--_"
The ratio of the transmitted

_

5

returncurrent.Asnotedby Greiner,
34thisprocess
is
mostreadilyunderstood
as particle-antiparticle
pair
creationat thepotentialbarrierandis relatedto the
decayof thevacuumin thepresence
of supercritical
fields.Whenthepotential
functionV0is lessthanE +
moc",
theparticlemomentum
in Region
II is imaginary
(Eq.11)andthewavesolutionwill beexponentially
damped
(Eq.10);all of theincidentcurrentis then
reflected
backintoRegionI, andnoparticlecurrentis
transmitted
intoRegion
II. It is onlywhenV0> E +
m0c
2thatthemomentum
in Region
II becomes
realand
theparticlewavefunctioninRegion
II againbecomes
a
traveling
wave.

•

•

•

lI

"
moc 2

_
-_l
E _.

-mo c2

"U°
--m---m-

_Uo+moC_ 1-'-_

_Uo_moc2_.,-

Theabove
derivations
maybesummarized
asfollows:
•

I

TheDiracequation
is usedtorepresent
theevolutionofspin-l/2particlewavefunctions.
Dirac'sequation
permitsbothpositiveandnegative Figure 4. Lowering the vacuum energy via the Casimir
energysolutions;the negative
energystatesare effect.
filledwithvirtualparticles,
whichprevent
particle
transitions
frompositiveenergystates
to negative
energy
states
viathePauliexclusion
principle.
Particles
will becompletely
reflected
fromapoten- VACUUM FIELDS AND THE CAS1MIR EFFECT
tial barrier(¥0)whentheirenergyE < Vo;the
transmitted
particlewavefunction
is exponentially Dirac's vacuum is a negative energy continuum populated by particles that prevent positive energy particles
damped
withinthepotential
barrier.
Forpotential
stepswithV0> E+ rn0c
2,anincident from transitioning into the negative energy states. To
particlewill inducepaircreationat thepotential avoid obvious problems associated with infinite vacboundary,
resulting
in a (real)returnparticlecur- uum charges and energies, the vacuum state is renormalized to zero; only deviations
from the vacuum state
rentanda(real)transmitted
antiparticle
current.
are measurable.
As such, the potential step shown in
Figure 3 represents
an applied field measured with respect to the background
vacuum; the energy in Region
II has been raised by the applied field such that the
negative energy states now overlap the positive energy
states in Region I. However, raising the background
vacuum in Region II requires a tremendous
amount of
energy (V0>E+m0c 2) over a very small distance, which
is clearly beyond present capabilities.
Rathe r than .raising the vacuum energy in_Region ffl _it _s proposedtha
t
the same effect can be generated by suppressing
the
relative vacuum energy in Region I, as shown in Figure 4. This process can be viewed either as lowering the
positive energy states such that they now overlap with
the negative energy states in Region ii, or the background vacuum in Region I can be renormalized
to zero
to yield an energy diagram similar to Figure 3. in either
instance, a particle wave traveling from Region I into
Region II will be described by the same Solutions outlined
in the section
above,
leading
to particleantiparticle
pair creation
at the potential
boundary.
Unlike Figure 3, pair production
is achieved not by
raising the potential but by lowering the relative vacuum energy,
an effect that might be accomplished
through the use of a Casimir cavity.

Thequestion
nowarisesasto whether
thiseffectcan
actually
beapplied
totheproduction
ofantimatter.
The
potential
stepmustbegreater
thanE+ moc
2, where E is
the total particle energy (rest mass plus kinetic), and the
potential must rise to its full value over a distance comparable
to the Compton
wavelength
of the particle,
h/(moc).
For an electron, the minimum
potential step
height is 1.02 MeV (plus the kinetic energy of the elec,
tron), and the Compton
wavelength
is approximately
2.4x10 -12 m. For a proton, the minimum potential step
height is 1876 MeV and the Compton wavelength
is
approximately
1.3x10 16 m. These supercritical
potentials are too large to be generated over such short distances using laboratory electric fields, but there may be
another option: rather than use externally applied fields
to raise the vacuum energy in Region II, it may be possible to use the Casimir effect to lower the vacuum energy in Region I. This concept, shown schematically
in
Figure 4, may be able to produce the same pair creation
effects depicted in Figure 3 without requiting the application of supercritical
external fields.
A brief discussion of the Casimir effect is provided below, followed
by an outline of a possible experimental
test of the proposed antimatter production mechanism.
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Beforediscussing
theCasimireffect,it should
benoted constitutes a force of attraction, F, per unit area, given
thatDirac'sinterpretation
ofthevacuum
asacontinuum by:
F
! dUt.
hc
of negative
energystates
occupied
by negative
energy
A
L-" dr.
z4
(26)
particles,
thoughsomewhat
dated,is not in disagreementwiththecurrentquantum
electrodynamic
(QED) A more careful analysis leads to the exact relationship
interpretation
of thevacuum
asaninfiniteseaof elec- for the force per unit area between the parallel conducttromagnetic
radiationpopulated
with virtualparticle ing plates: 39
F
/r 2 hc
pairs.Because
exchange
interactions
occurin Dirac's
A
240
z.4
(27)
theory,virtualelectron-positron
pairsarecontinuously
created
andannihilated
in thevacuum;
anelectron
in a In other words, the vacuum energy density between the
boundor freestatecanfill a virtualholein theDirac
is lower than the vacuum energy density outside
sea,witha virtualelectron
takingitsplace.Renormali- plates
the plates by an amount equal to the right hand side of
zationof thevacuumenergyandchargeis required Equation 27. For reasonable plate sizes and small
bothin Dirac'soriginaltheoryandin QED,andas separation distances, the change in the vacuum energy
notedby Greiner,
34thephysicalcontentof theDirac density can be appreciable. Assuming the plates have
theoryformsthebasisof currentquantum
electrodynamics.Thisismentioned
because
theCasimireffectis length L=0.1 m and are separated by a distance of l-gm
(10 nm),
the change in the vacuum energy density is
generally
discussed
in termsof theQEDinterpretation approximately
-_ J/m 3, corresponding
to an
ofthevacuum
state,andit isnecessary
topointoutthat inward pressure 1.3x10
of 1.3x10 -4 N/m-" on the plates. For a
boththe DiracandQEDvacuuminterpretations
are
separation
distance of 0.1-1am (10 -7 m), the change in
complementary.
the vacuum
energy
density
is equal to 1.3 J/n'l 3,
The Casimir

corresponding
to an inward pressure of 1.3 N/m". The
calculations
can be carried down to separation distances
that are approximately
equal to the cut-off wavelength
of the conducting material, at which point the plates can
no
longer
be
considered
good
electromagnetic
reflectors.

Effect

As in the Dirac theory, the vacuum state in quantum
electrodynamics
is interpreted
to be the state of lowest
energy.
This lowest energy state is not at rest, but fluctuates with a "zero-point"
energyY 39 The vacuum fluctuations have measurable
effects, including the experimentally observed Lamb-Retherford
shift between the s
and p energy levels of the hydrogen atom, and the attractive
Casimir
force that occurs
between
closely
spaced uncharged conductors.
As discussed by Mostepanenko et aL, 35 the Casimir effect can be accounted
for by assuming the force is a consequence
of the separation-dependent
vacuum field energy trapped between
the conductors.
For example, assume that two square
conducting
plates with side dimensions
L, separated by
a distance z, are placed in a vacuum. In the QED interpretation, the vacuum is teeming with electromagnetic
radiation (although mathematically
the vacuum state is
renormalized
to zero), hence the plates may be considered to constitute a cavity that supports vacuum fluctuation modes with wave numbers down to about z -1. The
vacuum energy trapped
mately given by:
U :

±l
_

2

i

hw = (L-z)

_,

2

between

the plates

hckk2dk ---1L2hc[zK4
4
= Uu _ UL

Equations
26 and 27 demonstrate
that the vacuum energy density between the conducting
plates is lower
than the external vacuum energy density. Multiplying
Equation 27 by the plate surface area (L 2) and the separation distance between the plates (z) yields an expression relating the decrease in the vacuum energy between the plates compared to the external vacuum field
energy:
rc2 hcL 2
AE_ac (28)
720 _3
For square plate dimensions
of L = 0.1 m and a separation distance of 0. l-lam, the change in vacuum energy is
calculated to be 4.3x10 9 J, or roughly 2.7x10 l° eV (27
GeV). The vacuum energy between the plates is thus
substantially
lower than the vacuum energy external to
the plates, or conversely,
if the vacuum energy between
the plates is renormalized
to zero, the vacuum energy
external to the plates is substantially
higher than the
vacuum energy between the plates. By adjusting
the
plate dimensions and separation distance, it may thus be
possible to significantly
suppress the vacuum energy in
a given region and generate a condition similar to that
shown in Figure 4. A particle
generated
in the suppressed vacuum fields of Region I will see a higher
vacuum field energy outside of the plates, and if the
relative change in the vacuum energy exceeds E+moc 2,

is approxi-

_:-3]
(25)

where Uv is the upper energy bound, UL is the lower
energy bound, and K represents a high frequency
cutoff to make the total energy finite. The negative rate of
change of the lower cut-off energy UL with separation z
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it may be possible to generate particle-antiparticle
pairs
at the vacuum energy step. Because the Dirac solutions
hold equally well for electrons or protons, the possibility exists that low energy proton-antiproton
pairs might
be created at the steep potential boundary
created by
vacuum field suppression
in a Casimir cavity.

Equation
32 expresses
necessary
conditions
for a flat
parallel plate geometry to form a sufficiently
steep potential gradient for particle-antiparticle
pair production
to occur. For electrons, this condition can be written:

Creating

Assuming a plate separation
distance z = 10 -7 m and a
gradient length d = 10 "6m, the required plate area, L-', is
around 0.156 m-'; for square plates this corresponds
to a
side length of approximately
0.4 m. Plates of this size
and flatness are well within current manufacturing
capabilities, offering some encouragement
for experimental verification of the proposed concept. For protons,

a Potential

Gradient

The Casimir effect provides an avenue for creating sufficiently large potential steps, but the question arises as
to whether these steps can be generated over a distance
comparable
to the Compton wavelength
of the particle.
From Equation
1, the Compton
wavelength
for electrons is 2.42x10 12 m, while for protons the Compton
wavelength
is 1.32x10 _5 m. Either distance is several
orders of magnitude
smaller than any realistic plate
thickness
separating
the interior and exterior vacuum
fields, hence typical fiat plates will not provide a sufficiently steep potential step for pair creation to occur.
A possible solution to this dilemma is to create a suitable potential gradient over a distance larger than the
Compton
wavelength,
such that the required
step
change in potential occurs over a distance comparable
to the Compton
wavelength.
Assuming
the required
potential step has magnitude
V and the change in vacuum field energy due to the Casimir effect has magnitude AE,,,, the gradient relation can be expressed:
v

;_,

_

....

(29)

V > 2mo c2

(30)

Inserting Equations 28 and 30 into Equation 29 yields
the following expression
for the plate area, thickness,
and separation as a function of particle mass and Compton wavelength:
Z_
which reduces

rc2hcL 2
= 720_-_d

(31)

to:
L-" -- 4.15x10

NASA/CR--2001-211116

(33)

L:
3---z ff

5.26x10

-(m ")

(34)

Using the same plate separation
and gradient distances
above would require a plate length of 725 m to provide
a suitable potential
gradient.
However,
a number of
Casimir force experiments
have been performed
over
the past several years with plate separations
down to
several nanometers,
and a reasonable lower limit of 10 .8
m can be assumed for the plate separation
z. The distance over which the potential
gradient is formed, d,
can also be reduced by locally thinning the plate support structure; a realistic lower bound on d is thus assumed to be 10 -9 m. Given these values, the plate size
for producing
the required potential
step for protonantiproton
pair production
is around 0.73 m, which is
difficult but not impossible to manufacture.

d

where Acis the Compton wavelength
of the particle and
d is the plate thickness, or more properly the thickness
of the region over which the change in vacuum field
energy occurs.
For pair production
to occur at the step
boundary, the potential V must exceed E+m0c:, where E
is the total energy of the particle (rest mass plus kinetic
energy).
Assuming
the particle
kinetic energy at the
boundary is small compared to its rest mass energy, the
requirement
for V becomes:

2moc2

L-_
s---z ff ---1.56x 1026(m --_)

44 m°

(32)

Ideally, the potential
gradient would be formed in a
region devoid of plate material;
this can be accomplished by designing the Casimir plate with a small hole
whose diameter is of the same order or smaller than the
plate
separation
distance.
Vacuum
electromagnetic
fields with wavelengths
larger than the hole diameter
will still be blocked by the cavity, but the potential gradient formed by the plates is now in a material-free
region that more faithfully reproduces
the assumptions
behind Figures 3 and 4. Possible effects due to the
fringing of vacuum electromagnetic
fields at the hole
boundaries remain to be evaluated, but this method appears promising to provide the required potential gradients in a material-free
region.
Summary.
In summary, it appears possible to produce
a Casimir cavity geometry that will provide sufficiently
steep potential
gradients
for particle-antiparticle
pair
creation.
By introducing
a small hole in the plate
material with a diameter similar to the plate separation
distance, a potential step may be created in a materialfree region, as depicted in Figure 4. Electron-positron
pairs and proton-antiproton
pairs can conceivably
be

target placed outside the central plate hole can be used
to intercept
any positrons
emitted
at the potential
boundary.
The resulting annihilation
of the positrons
with the target
material
will produce
0.511-MeV
gamma rays that can be measured with a detector located behind the target.

generated using this technique, with significantly
less
infrastructure
and presumably
lower cost than current
antimatter production
methods.
EXPERIMENTAL

DESIGN

The following experiment
is proposed to evaluate the
possibility
of producing
particle-antiparticle
pairs at a
potential
boundary
created within a Casimir cavity.
The proposed
experiment
is a modified
version of a
similar experiment
performed
by the author under a
prior contract to the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. 4° In that experiment,
flat parallel plates were used
to form a Casimir cavity to investigate pair creation, but
the plate geometries were not properly designed to generate sharp potential gradients. Based on that effort and
the additional analysis in this report, the following experiment is suggested as a proof-of-concept
test.
Electron-Positron

Proton-Antiproton

If successful,
the experimental
arrangement
outlined
above will demonstrate
the basic feasibility
of the proposed pair production
process.
However,
for propulsion applications
it is desirable to produce antiprotons
rather than positrons.
As previously discussed, the constraints on plate size, flatness, and separation
become
significantly
more demanding,
but remain within the
capability
of current
manufacturing
techniques.
For
proton-antiproton
pair production,
square plates with
areas of 0.526 m2 (L = 0.725 m) would have to be separated by a distance of l0 -8 m, indicating that the surface
flatness of the plates would have to be on the order of
nanometers.
Larger plate areas would relax this constraint by allowing larger separation
distances, and the
ability to machine flat surface areas must be traded
against the fabrication
of larger plate dimensions.
The
central hole diameter would again be on the order of the
plate separation
distance to provide a material-free
potential step, and the electron source would be replaced
with a proton source to provide the particles within the
cavity. If this scheme is successful,
the antiprotons
can
be captured
upon exiting through
the hole in the
Casimir plate and stored in portable Penning traps for
later use.

Production

To investigate the formation
of electron-positron
pairs,
it is proposed that a Casimir cavity be constructed
from
two flat, square metallic plates, each with an area of
1.61xl0 2 m 2 (L = 12.7 cm). From Equation 33, spacing
the plates a distance z = l0 -7 m apart should provide a
suitably steep potential
gradient for electron-positron
pair creation to occur. To create a material free region
for the steep potential
step, the central region of one
plate should be thinned down to a material depth d _<
10 .7 m, into which a central hole should be drilled perpendicular
to the plate boundary.
The diameter of the
hole should be on the order of the plate separation distance, so that vacuum electromagnetic
fields with wavelengths
larger than the hole diameter
will still be
blocked by the cavity plates.
On the opposite plate, a
small amount of radioactive
material can be deposited
to act as a source of electrons within the cavity; Ni 63 is
a readily available commercial
source, and the kinetic
energy of the emitted electrons
(0.067 MeV) are sufficiently below the rest mass energy of the electron that
Equation 30 remains a viable approximation.
Alternatively, the metallic plate can be irradiated
to produce
subsequent electron emissions within the cavity.

&

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

A new concept has been described
for creating matterantimatter
particle pairs at a steep potential boundary.
The potential step is created using the Casimir effect to
suppress the vacuum energy between parallel conducting plates. Preliminary
calculations
indicate that a sufficiently steep potential gradient can be formed for reasonable plate dimensions
and separation
distances.
A
preliminary
experimental
design is outlined as a proofof-concept
test for the proposed antimatter
production
scheme.
Additional
analysis remains to be performed
to validate the concept, including an evaluation
of material and temperature
effects on the plate boundaries,
the effect of fringing fields on the potential step at the
plate central hole, and the consequences
of imperfect
parallel plate alignment on the required potential gradient. Nevertheless,
based on the preliminary
analysis
presented in this paper, the proposed concept appears to
be a potentially
viable alternative
to the high-energy
antimatter production methods currently in use.

The plate surfaces must be aligned and moved to within
10 -7 m to form the required
potential step, which can be
accomplished
using commercially
available piezoelectric transducers.
The close separation distance requires
that the surface flatness of the plates not exceed 10 8 m,
which is a stringent but commercially
attainable constraint. The entire system should be mounted in a vacuum system capable of achieving a hard vacuum (_< 10 .8
torr), and isolated from vibrations.
To evaluate whether
the proposed
pair production
method works, a small
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